Flores Sends Hot Protest Wire to President Green

Edward Flores, General President of the Hotel and Restaurant Employees and Bartenders International, has wired an indignant protest to William Green after a personal visit to Minneapolis to view the results of Meyer Lewis's corrupt work. Pointing out the harmful effects on the work of organizing workers, Brother Flores demands an immediate retraction of the statements of Meyer Lewis, the full text of the telegram follows:

"Action of your representative in Minneapolis has created the impression that all labor unions in that city are haphazardly operated with communist activity. That is an unfortunate position for the A.F. of L. to take. And as far as our union is concerned this national stain has been very harmful to our organizing work in the city. It is my wish that you issue a statement correcting this misstatement and harmful condition. Clear our union of this damnable attack on the honor and reputation of honest and sincere trade unionists."

Job Stewards Prove Viable Organizers

Here is a case which clearly demonstrates the value of a job stewards corps in the organization work. In Local 574 the steward at a 100 per cent union construction company lined up 120 non-union carpenter company 100 per cent and had the men select their own stewards. Now the steward of the building material company has lined up the drivers at a furniture company at 90 per cent. A union that functions in such a way that just can't be stopped.

Strutwars Strikers Get 3 Tons of Food

The Farmers' Holiday Association has collected three tons of food for the strikers at the plant of the Vibra- tory of Albert Leo, Minneapolis, in connection with the striking Strutwars workers. Sinking funds have received food in large quantities from several of the other groups.

We trust that this work that Meyer Lewis will see that the food is properly distributed.

A Pledge to Local 18005, the Laundry Workers, Dry Cleaners, Driers Union

The majority of your executive officers have taken a correct stand, in the best interests of your union, in defending you against the attacks of William Green's union-buster, Meyer Lewis. They are deservedly the solid support of the union members.

Under the cover of a series of false issues, Meyer Lewis is attempting to strike at the very vitals of your union. He then proceeds to hurl "red" charges at your leaders. He condemns you for your fraternal relations with Local 574. All this is mere sham and subterfuge.

Your leaders are guilty of only one crime in the eyes of Splitter Lewis. They have built your union along industrial lines so that your relations with Local 574 have brought you practical aid, both in organizing and on the picket line, where Lewis's interest in the Central Labor Union gave you nothing but rejections.

Meyer Lewis has only one object in mind. He seeks to split your union into a series of small, helpless craft units. He has no concern over your welfare. Your agreement with the employer means nothing to him. He is here to split you up, and he will do so, if he can, regardless of the good of your cause.

Support your leaders who are strong. Bolster up those few who are weak. Defy Meyer Lewis. Preserve your union and continue its growth.

To aid you in this fight, we pledge you the full support of Local 574 and all the resources at its command.

EXECUTIVE BOARD

General Drivers Union, Local 574

Organizer Sub Drive Opens November 18

Monday, November 18, the long heralded Organizer sub drive will get under way. Subscriptions blank and all material needed are at the union office. Members are urged to get instructions at once and prepare to win some of the splendid prizes offered. The drive will close December 28. During this six week period we campaign to make the project pleasantly and securely. If you want to make such a situation here we urge you to get on WPA and do your part to go out into private industry.

BILL BROWN TELLS MEYER LEWIS

"You have a job stewards corps in Minneapolis, and I see this as an indication of the increasing consciousness of the working class. Your job stewards are getting organized and are taking charge of their own affairs. I am proud to have worked with you and I hope you will continue to do so."
Third Ward F-L Club
Opposes Meyer Lewis

The Third Ward F-L Club, recently organized, declared that the Farmer Labor Association of Racine County had been using its funds in an unwise and unjust manner. It passed a resolution (adopted November 5) that it would not support the action of the labor movement in Racine County.

"The resolution, that we protest the action of the organization, is a resolution of the Third Ward F-L Club. Meyer Lewis’s ‘drive’ of pledged workers has been pouring into the union some of the active members of the membership.

The pledges have been absolutely loyal to the club, and the time that has elapsed since the time that freed workers from the workers, and the time that has elapsed since the workers have not been in alliance with the club. We, the undersigned members of the Third Ward F-L Club, hereby pledge our support to the Third Ward F-L Club and its officers. We endorse the policy, plan and leadership of Local 574 and confer with them and all the other individuals that attempt to destroy our solidarity.

Jack Martin Speaks Sunday

The Third Ward F-L Club, which was dissolved before the last meeting, took place next Sunday afternoon at 3 p.m. at 297 N. 4th Avenue, with James E. F. Martin, Local 574, speaking on an "Industrial Union."
WHO SAID THINGS

Not "reds" but—

1. The League for Industrial Democracy, headed by Norman Thomas.

2. Watchdog of the great A.F. of L. union, the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America.

3. Executive Committee for Strikes of Relief Workers, of which I was chairman in order to build up a national mass movement.

4. Joel Seidman, author of the study of yellow dog contracts, member of the National Labor Relations Board, who helped enforce the Wagner Act.

5. Maurice Goldblum, active in the LID, a member of the American Federation of Labor.

6. Elizabeth Yard, active in the LID, a member of the American Federation of Labor.
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A Dishonest Program

It is not without significance that the Citizens Alliance has endorsed Meyer Lewis and his program. That is about the lowest level to which they could sink.

Condemed by the Labor Review for years, completely discredit-
ed in the minds of ‘the 100,000 workers who have been dux-
ducked into its shell and began to form Committees of One Hundred and Employer-Employee Boards to represent it. Before Meyer Lewis could win the support of the Citizens Alliance.

But when Green’s disruptor started to work, his program was so close to that of the Citizens Alliance, his language so typical of their tactics so identical that the fate boys took new courage upon themselves and again came out in the open. And what is the first thing they say? "Restore to us the old Minneapolis which was such an ideal place to do business." They chant praise of their civic virtues. They look forward to the day when they are going to return to their old halcyon days of high profits and low wages.

And why shouldn’t they welcome Lewis with open arms? He says what they say, and he does what they do. He says that there are lawless elements in the trades. So does the Citizens Alliance. He Speaks at meetings of the bosses’ clubs exclusively. So does the Citizens Alliance. He says it is a question of the 'red' out of town. So does the Citizens Alliance.

Meyer Lewis has not spoken to a workers’ meeting since he came to town. He recruits his conviction attendants and other groups of workers. Local 382 is organizing on an industrial basis. It is correct in doing this, it could not achieve organization of the mechanic trade in any other way.

Meyer Lewis does not care whether Local 382 is a large union or a small union. He is interested only in seeing that it is a craft organization. He will accept no compromise short of this.

In withdrawing from the Joint Organization Committee and fail-

The attitude of the Machinists and Auto Mechanics Union, Local 382, in running for cover in the fight between Meyer Lewis and the genuine labor movement is a conscious effort on their part.

To sum up everything he says, Lewis is here to break up the industrial union movement in Minneapolis. This hits squarely at the machinists and auto mechanics the same as it does at the truck drivers, laborers, and construction attendants and other groups of workers Local 382 is organizing on an industrial basis. It is correct in doing this, it could not achieve organization of the mechanic trade in any other way.

Meyer Lewis does not care whether Local 382 is a large union or a small union. He is interested only in seeing that it is a craft organization. He will accept no compromise short of this.

In withdrawing from the Joint Organization Committee and fail-

The attitude of the Machinists and Auto Mechanics Union, Local 382, in running for cover in the fight between Meyer Lewis and the genuine labor movement is a conscious effort on their part.

Local 382 Must Fight

To Local 574:

We are writing to you for your thoughtful kinship at a time when it was greatly appreciated.—Mrs. Harold E. Bones and Mrs. A. C. Couture and family.

Bill Brown Says

When Union Buster Lewis calls a meeting to discuss the strike, it means nothing but to come by buying them an expensive fee in a sweat shop. It means nothing but to build the labor movement, workers jam the hall with a large overflow, and those who want to stand outside in the cold to hear the truth.

What did Lewis do say a meeting to the members of the Strutwagen organization, representative of the Strutwagen firm was pre-

Bill Brown, a member of the Police Commission, is chairman of the local (of the AFL). He is a member of the Board of Education.

The Artful Dodger

We have witnessed the traitorous acts of a Farmer-Labor mayor in control of the police. We hope that the Farmer-Eclectic judge will give a more creditable account of himself.

Congratulations With Reservations

We congratulate Vincent A. Day on his appointment to succeed 

The Citizens Alliance, which has received defeat after defeat in the courts, has at last won a minor victory when Judge Montgomery ruled the ordinance unconstitutional, and permitted the strikers to continue in factories unconstitutionally.

Such a decision is not a minor one, it is rather a very serious one. This means that the courts cannot and will not uphold such incidents as occurred at the Flour Mill court. The court considers it perfectly legal to prepare such a trap as this was. Two scab workers doing nothing but attempting to contribute their provisory press.

In Butto, Montana, the WPA of-
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Bob Crumr, the red-blooded editor of the Minneapolis Labor Review, has, at least proven himself to be a man of great dexterity, if not of great integrity. He has no scruple whatever in using the two issues of a labor weekly and completely avoid any mention of such a hot situation as obtains in the city today. In the literary sense Bob has swung gracefully from last May to Charles Dickens "Artful Dodger" with scarcely an editorial tremor.

Frameups

There are two methods by which unscrupulous individuals pro-

We have witnessed the traitorous acts of a Farmer-Labor mayor in control of the police. We hope that the Farmer-Eclectic judge will give a more creditable account of himself.

When the next C. U.

Jane C. Chase, a former C. U. leader, is now a member of the W.P.A. of Butto, Montana.

AFL Fires Second Salvo at Daluth

The second stage in the A. F. of L. campaign against Daluth has been revealed at Daluth, Minnesota, to political committee of the Daluth Trades and Labor Assembly is being entirely reformed, and a new statement is going to issue forth from the committee's office in Minneapolis under the title: "Reward our friends, and aid those who aid us in our struggle for a better world."

In one breath the spokesmen deny they are running for the Farmer-Labor ticket, and in the next breath they eulogize the con-

Workingmen’s party, which is now known as Labor for Daluth, the stronghold of the socialists and anarchists, is in the vanguard of the movement, is witnessing the firing of the sec-

"Grady's 'Settlement' Proves a Boomerang"

Less than a month ago a strike by the textile workers at the In-

The union has again voted to strike Daluth in the hope of be-
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